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Abstract 
The past investigations have demonstrated that there is a connection between 

estimations of stock prices and the value changes brought about by public 

announcements. Along these lines the point of this paper is to inspect if the separate 

connection can be seen in stock market and how this connection is influenced by 

various classes and sorts of announcements. The exploration covers public 

announcements gave by organizations recorded in Vilnius Stock Exchange. 

Disentangled variant of occasion study system was utilized in this paper and normal 
outright and abnormal returns were processed. The vast majority of the outcomes in 

this paper are steady with the past investigations and a negative relationship between's 

the estimations of stock prices and the value changes brought about by public 

announcements was assessed.
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Introduction 
The choice to impart a public data sign is quite possibly the main choices in corporate administration in light of the fact that 

publicly conveyed data is likely the main mean for organization to impart its presentation to the gatherings concerned and 
presumably the main mean for parties worried to get the information about organization's exhibition. In any case, being 

significant, a choice to impart the data sign can be additionally two-edged blade, particularly to the proprietors of an organization: 

on the off chance that we consider stock market value, its development after the data sign can take opposing and not generally 

great bearing. There is a lot of writing managing the issue of the effect of data signals on corporate worth estimated by the stock 

market cost.  

In any case, the scientists actually disagree on any single strategy that would obviously recommend the perfect time for imparting 

the data sign and would propose the power of signs; still no one can demonstrate the sensible measure of data introduced, nor 

name the specific data to be uncovered. In addition, every one of these recommendations become significantly more convoluted 

because of data deviation, and consequently discoveries of various reviews are equivocal concerning time and greatness of the 

offer value development after the data signal. Along these lines, in spite of the fact that the logical writing pilgrims it, the issue 

of sending the all-around coordinated and corporate worth expanding data signals is as yet forthcoming.  

Thinking about completely brought up issues, the motivation behind this paper is to investigate the issue of effect of public data 

signals on stock market cost in different part examination. We first audit current logical writing managing the effect of public 

data signals on corporate worth and estimation of that sway. We explore stock market value response to data signals in NASDAQ 

OMX Vilnius Stock Exchange. We distinguish factors restricting the exploration of the effect of public data signals on stock 

market prices and recommend further examination openings. We utilize basic logical exploration strategies: orderly and 

legitimate investigation, relative examination and factual investigation. 

 

Review of literature 
Zuochao Zhang, Yongjie Zhang (2020) [1] in this paper, we look at the dynamic relationships between's broad communications 

news and new-media news just as their reprints in the Chinese stock market.  
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We for the most part locate that: (1) there is a critical positive 

relationship between's the four kinds of information and the 

connection among are reprints and their congener media 

news is more grounded; (2) both the broad communications 

news and new-media news have huge positive 

autocorrelation. The new-media news and the reprints depend 

more on broad communications news. 

Zana Grigaliuniene, Dmitrij Celov (2020) [2] this paper takes 

a gander at the impacts of the information on the euro's 

reception occasion in new individuals on the stock returns of 

nineteen euro territory nations, utilizing both an occasion 
study philosophy and APARCH demonstrating to catch and 

test the type of reactions of European monetary market 

unpredictability. Our outcomes show that markets were to be 

sure satisfied when new individuals joined the euro zone, 

with negative reactions due exclusively to neighborhood 

conditions as opposed to euro territory wide struggles. In our 

most intriguing finding, the extension of the euro really 

assisted with hosing neighborhood market unpredictability in 

the post-emergency period in the establishing part states, 

while euro reception subdued instability both pre-and post-

emergency for non-establishing individuals.  

Hongye Li, (2020) [3] lately, with additional improvement of 

the Internet and man-made brainpower, the examination on 

utilizing news conclusions, and afterward foreseeing 

speculator conduct has gotten more possible. The exploration 

aftereffects of the theory are isolated into numerous parts: 

like A CNN neural organization equipped for examining 

news that may affect stock prices soon is planned and 
prepared to get an opportune reaction and structure a 

recreated speculation choice for financial specialists to 

change the venture system ideal.  

Yan Chen, Zhilong Xie, Wenjie Zhang (2020) [4] both 

conventional money and current social account consider that 

the instability of the stock market comes from the delivery, 

scattering and retention of data from various perspectives. In 

this examination, we evaluate news stories utilizing regular 

language preparing procedures and research the effect of 

administrative approaches and firm-explicit news on land 

stocks in this dynamic market covered by a lot of data. Our 

three primary discoveries are as per the following: (1) the 

straightforward and powerful quantitative proportion of 

information feeling can be utilized to consider the media-

mindful stock developments in the land area of the Chinese 

stock market. 

Guillaume Coqueret (2020) [5] this paper evaluates the effect 
of stock-explicit news feeling on future monetary returns. 

Day by day prescient relapses yield critical t-measurements 

for 7% at the majority of our example of in excess of 1000 

huge stocks recorded in the USA. While a couple of resources 

do go through pockets of consistency, the proof proposes that 

the criticism impact is more grounded the opposite way: 

returns are bound to drive future notion than the reverse way 

around. 

 

Methods and Materials 
The most ordinarily utilized strategy for testing the 

cooperation between public announcements and the stock 

value changes is the occasion study system. Because of the 

similarity of this exploration to the one conveyed, the 

occasion study strategy utilized in this paper depended on the 

one proposed by the analysts. As per this system, each new 

data signal declared by a specific organization in the Stock 
Exchange is assessed by supplanting the schedule date into 

an occasion date and this occasion date is treated as the date 

of public declaration.  

The multi day window was chosen because of the longing to 

investigate responses of the speculators for the time being 

however the likelihood of the contortion of results brought 

about by non-exchanging days being remembered for the 

occasion slack was brought into the world as a primary 

concern. To dispense with this twisting a measures which 

should be met by the public announcements remembered for 

the examination was set – each occasion slack of [-6;+6] days 

was obliged to contain just a single public declaration or few 
public announcements that could be credited to a similar class. 
To assess the stock value changes dictated by public 

announcements normal supreme returns and abnormal 

returns were assessed. Normal supreme returns were 

registered as number-crunching mean. Anyway the normal 

outright returns don't wipe out the impact of the market. 

Hence abnormal returns (AR) are being figured as proposed: 

 

 (1) 
 

Data collection 

 Stock market data 
Despite the fact that this doesn't permit making determinations 
about the heading of stock market developments, taking a 

gander at the supreme estimations of the progressions gives 

experiences in the general responses of stock market prices. 

This methodology is especially helpful, as certain (negative) 

data may mean positive (negative) news for certain financial 

specialists, yet for other people, it may mean antagonistic 

(positive) news (e.g., speculators who undercut). 

 

 Online news collection  
Albeit prior examination utilized every day inclusion in 

printed papers to explore the interrelations with stock market 
prices, we intentionally study online news all things being 

equal. Given that online news is regularly the premise of 

news stories distributed the following day on paper issue of 

media sources, online news has the upside of being more 

cutting-edge. Consequently, news distributed online may be 

more demonstrative for stock market developments than 

papers, which have indeed been found giving rather obsolete 

data to speculators. 

 

Sample selection 
The chose test comprised of 1380 public announcements the 

majority of which were monetary related. Three stock value 

ranges were characterized – the most reduced from 0, 01 to 

1, 00 litas, moderate from 1, 01 to 10, 00 litas and the most 

noteworthy from 10, 00 to 100, 00 litas. 

The declaration about bonds' emanations or ascending of 

other long haul credits was unveiled only by banks. This data 
is significant on the grounds that monetary foundations may 

loan out more and improve their monetary outcomes by 

fascination of an extra-long haul financing. The examination 

of financial specialists' response to these signs during the time 

of 2005-2009 demonstrated that in the overall case stock 

market prices in the NASDAQ OMX Vilnius Stock 

Exchange nearly didn't change on the occasion day (an 

expansion of simply 0.01%), and during a time of 5 days 

before the sign to 5 days after it the stock market prices rose 

only 0.97% all things considered.
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Table 1: The impact of other signals on stock market prices 
 

 
 

During the development pattern of the OMX Vilnius file, 

stock market prices increment 9.05% on the normal during 

the time of [-5, +5] days, and during the drop pattern of the 
file esteem, the stock market prices decline 4.88% at a similar 

period. The way that the signs that are comparative in their 

substance because various financial specialists' responses 

during the distinctive market patterns, confirms the more 

noteworthy significance of the market pattern when 

contrasted with this data. 

 

Results and Discussion 
The examination of the measurable straight connection 

between the progressions of OMX Vilnius record worth and 

1 day return on the stock remembered for the file confirmed 

that the stock market prices of any dissected organizations 

generally alter in a similar course as the list, since the 

coefficient β2 in all conditions is positive. Estimation of the 

coefficient β1 demonstrates the likely difference in 1 day 

return on the stock if the file esteem is unaltered, anyway the 

greatest total estimation of this coefficient was just - 0.0040, 

and the most noteworthy positive worth was 0.0015. This 
change is immaterial whenever contrasted and the normal 

standard deviation of OMX Vilnius record (1.20%).  

Specialist examined imbalances in value responses to 

announcements of quarterly profit and the outcomes have 

demonstrated that response to positive news is higher than to 

negative news. The entirety of the explores have 

demonstrated that there is some shortcoming in stock market 

that could be misused by speculators to pick up benefit; 

anyway none of the investigates depended on the association 

between estimations of stock prices and value changes 

brought about by public announcements, which may show 

some failure also. In view of the past investigations, all the 

chose public announcements were grouped into 6 

classifications. 

 
Table 2: Categories of public announcements 

 

 
 

Not the entirety of the classes had equivalent loads in the 

amount of public announcements gave in Vilnius SE, 

notwithstanding, a supposition that was made that the 

outcomes are huge if the classification comprises of in any 

event 1 percent of the relative multitude of announcements 

gave in Vilnius SE in the individual period (which is 

equivalent to 130 announcements). 

The fundamental discoveries of this paper are predictable 

with the past examinations-the effect of public announcements 
on the prices of stocks in various prices ranges shifts 

outstandingly, which implies that it is deliberate to complete 

further investigates in particular way. The investigation 

dependent on examination of mean value changes in various 

stock value ranges in stock market has indicated that the 

greatest mutilation of results is connected with the stocks of 

least prices. In the scope of most minimal stock prices, the 

most noteworthy normal abnormal returns were assessed for 

negative monetary information on the organizations (the most 

noteworthy stock prices decays), which was equivalent to - 

7.07 percents, and for other monetary news (the most 

elevated stock prices builds), which was equivalent to +13.47 

percents. 
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Fig 1: Average abnormal returns in different price ranges 

 

Despite the fact that the discoveries of this examination have 

demonstrated evident negative relationship between's the 

estimations of stock prices and the stock value changes 
brought about by public announcements were a few 

limitations that should be considered. Right off the bat, they 

chose test was generally little and just one stock market was 

chosen hence the outcomes can't be considered as all around 

adequate. Besides, past investigations absence of pertinent 

data to decide the upper and the lower limits of stock value 

ranges. Thirdly, the basic rendition of model, intended to 

assess the effect of public announcements on stock prices was 

utilized. 

 

Conclusion 
The experimental outcomes show that types and 

classifications of public announcements don't assume basic 

job while deciding the connection between estimations of 

stock prices and stock value changes as the normal abnormal 

returns assessed for all the classes just as both of the sorts 

were higher in lower value reaches and the other way around 
(with just a single special case). All things considered, the 

classes and the sorts of public announcements impact 

affected stock prices; notwithstanding, these effects were not 

biased as opposed with the impact of estimations of stock 

prices. Despite that, higher normal abnormal returns were 

assessed for the information on sure substance that for the 

information on negative substance (the distinction shifts from 

0.02 percents to 1.05 percents in various value ranges), which 

may recommend that a more surprising response of financial 

specialists should be related with the great opinion of 

information. To affirm these discoveries further investigates 

on Vilnius SE should be done with a utilization of changed 

philosophy (for example OLS relapsed market model), 

broadening of the chose test and conceivably extraordinary 

stock value ranges. 
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